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a b s t r a c t
This study reports on the ﬁrst development of high refractive index thin ﬁlm materials processed at temperatures not greater than 100 °C. Three materials were synthesised by the sol–gel technique, each
employing different transition metal precursors (niobium, tantalum and vanadium alkoxides). The optical properties of these materials were characterised by ellipsometry and the propagation losses at
638 nm were measured by the prism coupling method. It is shown that refractive indices as high as
1.870, 2.039 and 2.308 are obtained from niobium-, tantalum- and vanadium-based materials respectively, attributed to the inﬂuence of the transition metal atomic size on the condensation reactions.
Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Many technologies in photonics use high refractive index thin
ﬁlm materials (typically >1.65) to improve the performance of
optical devices such as Brag gratings [1], waveguide-based optical
circuits [2], and photonic crystals [3]. In photovoltaic applications,
anti-reﬂection coatings comprising high refractive index thin ﬁlms
are used in solar cells to trap the incident light and increase the
amount of light coupled into the solar cell [4,5]. In waveguidebased optical sensors, it has been demonstrated that a high refractive index superstrate layer on the waveguide surface results in
lower limits of detection [6,7]. In integrated optical devices, multilayer thin ﬁlms with high refractive index contrast are extensively
used for the fabrication of optical interference ﬁlters and mirrors
[8,9]. In addition to high refractive index, important requirements
for high refractive index materials include high optical quality and
transparency over the visible spectral range. Film thickness control
is also critical and the optimum thickness depends on the refractive index value and is usually between 30 and 150 nm [6–9]. Furthermore, a low temperature deposition process is frequently
desirable to facilitate the integration of different optical components on substrates such as glass or plastic.
High refractive index layers are usually obtained with metal
oxide materials. Metal oxide materials such as TiO2 or Ta2O5
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exhibit refractive index values above 1.8 and are transparent in
the visible range. These materials are often deposited through
evaporation or sputtering. Unfortunately, these methods are not
only expensive, but post-deposition high temperature treatments
are often necessary to obtain good adhesion and good optical properties [10].
Hybrid organic–inorganic sol–gel materials based on metal
oxides have been proposed as an alternative to conventional
materials. They are composed of both organic and inorganic moieties, which can be covalently bound or stabilized within the
same matrix via the presence of electrostatic interactions [11].
Due to the possibility of precisely controlling the content of each
moiety, it has been possible to develop materials exhibiting an
optimum combination of mechanical, optical and thermal properties. Hybrid organic–inorganic materials are promising candidates
for the low cost fabrication of high refractive index materials
with good optical quality because they offer the possibility to
combine the high refractive index of bulk metal oxides with the
low temperature processing conditions typical of sol–gel derived
materials.
Most hybrid materials reported in the literature are based on
ZrO2 and TiO2 metal oxides [12–15]. However, though these metal
oxides give rise to hybrid materials with excellent optical properties, they are generally obtained after annealing at high temperature (>400 °C) [11,12], which is incompatible with many device
fabrication processes. Recently, we reported a low temperature
ZrO2 based hybrid material with a refractive index of 1.746 after
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100 °C annealing [16]. This process for fabrication of high refractive
index thin ﬁlms satisﬁes the key requirements for many applications, namely; low temperature processing; low surface roughness; high transparency.
In this paper, we propose the development of a low temperature
route for the deposition of high refractive index thin ﬁlms based on
niobium, tantalum and vanadium alkoxides. In order to obtain
transparent and homogenous solutions an original multi-step sol–
gel synthesise has been developed and thoroughly described in
the experimental section. The structure, morphology and thermal
behaviour of the developed materials has been characterised by
XRD, Raman spectroscopy, TEM and TGA. Optical characterisations
including ellipsometry and propagation loss measurements
employing the prism coupling method of the developed thin ﬁlms
are proposed and the obtained results are discussed.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials development
The objective was to prepare transparent and homogeneous
transition metal oxide-based thin ﬁlm materials from the following
niobium, tantalum and vanadium alkoxide precursors: niobium
ethoxide (99.95%), Sigma–Aldrich; tantalum ethoxide (99.98%),
Sigma–Aldrich; and vanadium tri-isopropoxide, (>98%) Strem.
The synthesis employed here is the hydrolytic sol–gel route, which
involves hydrolysis and condensation reactions resulting in the
formation of a metal oxide three-dimensional network. The syntheses were performed in a three step process: (1) formation of hybrid complexes by chelation of the metal alkoxide precursors, (2)
dilution of the hybrid complexes; (3) hydrolysis and condensation
of the hybrid complexes. To avoid the formation of undesired
agglomerates during the hydrolysis reaction, a chelating agent
was utilised to decrease the reactivity of the employed metal alkoxide precursors. This was achieved by addition of a strong complexing ligand to the alkoxide [11]. In this study, methacrylic
acid (MAA, Sigma–Aldrich, 99%) was employed as the complexing
ligand. This caused the formation of hybrid complexes in which
the number of reactive alkoxide groups is decreased, thereby making this precursor less reactive to hydrolysis. In order to obtain the
highest possible refractive index without the performance of a high
temperature post-bake heat treatment, the chelating agent concentration must be minimal. Such a compromise was found with
1 mol.% of MAA with respect to the transition metal alkoxide concentration for all materials. In order to further slow down the condensation kinetics of the hybrid complex and allow precise control
of the ﬁlm thickness, a dilution step was performed after 1 h of
reaction employing isopropanol (IPA, Sigma–Aldrich, 99%) with a
volume ratio of 1:15/hybrid complex:IPA. Following another hour
of reaction, the hydrolysis step was performed utilising pH 7
deionized water with a molar ratio of 1:10 with respect to the metal transition alkoxide precursor. Prior to hydrolysis, the deionized
water was diluted 500 times with IPA to prevent any formation of
agglomerates. For example, the tantalum solution was prepared by
mixing thoroughly 3.5 g (8.6  10 3 mol) of tantalum ethoxide
with 0.008 g (9.3  10 5 mol) of MAA, followed by the addition
of 35 ml of IPA. The hydrolysis was performed by mixing 0.07 g
of H2O with 35 ml of IPA. All sols were synthesised under the same
conditions and left stirring for 24 h before use. Therefore, the lifetime of the sols has been observed to be strongly relying on the
storage temperature and age of the materials. At ambient temperature, after three to four days of ageing, precipitates resulting from
the agglomeration of inorganic species are clearly visible. However,
when the sols are stored at temperatures not greater than 0 °C, the
lifetime of the sols exceeds three months, which can be attributed
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to the strong decrease of the condensation kinetic limiting thermal
mobility of the reactive inorganic groups.
2.2. Instrumentation
2.2.1. Materials characterisation techniques
Raman spectroscopy was performed using a Perkin ElmerÒ 60
Raman Station 400F.
The structural characterisation of all samples was carried out by
(D8 ADVANCE-BRUKER) X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu Ka radiation. The machine is connected to a computer with a package of
associated softwares called DIFFRAC PLUS Evaluation.
Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out in air to
estimate the temperatures at which the decomposition and oxidation of the organic ligand take place.
The morphology of the materials was observed by a transmission electron microscope (TEM, Philips CM 20, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands).
2.2.2. Optical characterisations
The hybrid materials based on the three different transition metal alkoxides (niobium, tantalum and vanadium) were deposited by
spin-coating on glass and silicon substrates to form transparent
thin ﬁlms, and heat treated at 100 °C for 1 h for the ﬁnal stabilization of the layer.
Optical measurements were performed using ellipsometry and
transmission measurements in order to determine the performance of the materials. Transmittance spectra and ellipsometry
measurements were conducted over the 400–900 nm spectral
range. Thickness and refractive index of the ﬁlms were calculated
using the Tauc–Lorentz model ﬁtted to the ellipsometry data
[17]. In order to characterise the propagation losses, thin ﬁlms
were deposited on silicon substrates with a thick optical isolation
layer. A ZrO2 based hybrid material with a refractive index around
1.5 and a thickness of 6 lm was chosen as the optical isolation
layer due to its low absorption in the visible range and its wellknown optical properties [18]. The thickness of the obtained hybrid thin ﬁlms was speciﬁed at 100 nm for single-mode waveguiding, in accordance with beam propagation method calculations
(OlympiOs, C2V Netherlands). The thickness of the ﬁlms was controlled primarily by the rotating speed of the spin-coater during
deposition.
Optical propagation losses measurements in the planar waveguides were conducted using a polarisation maintaining ﬁbre (TE
mode) coupled laser diode at 638 nm. Light was coupled into the
waveguides using a high refractive index TiO2 prism. Propagation
losses were estimated from the exponential proﬁle of the scattering losses from the surface of the waveguides as a function of propagation distance, using a high resolution CCD camera [17].
3. Results and discussion
XRD patterns shown in Fig. 1 were performed in order to identify the crystalline structure of the developed materials to allow
comparison with structures obtained with conventional techniques prepared at high temperatures, leading to crystallised oxide
materials (Ta2O5, Nb2O5 and V2O5). In comparison with patterns of
these crystallised oxides [19–21], where clear crystallisation peaks
can be seen in the investigated 2h range, one can observe that our
materials do not exhibit any well-identiﬁed crystallisation peaks,
demonstrating their amorphous character. This can be attributed
to two parameters: ﬁrst, the low temperature process that does
not seem to be sufﬁcient to allow the formation of stoichiometric
oxides usually accompanied by a crystallisation process; second
the presence of an organic ligand, which is probably still present
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Fig. 1. XRD patterns of niobium-, tantalum and vanadium hybrid materials.

after this low temperature baking. To clarify this, it has been
decided to analyse the structure of the materials by Raman spectroscopy. As Raman spectra of the 3 materials investigated here exhibit similar behavior, we have decided to only present and discuss
the spectrum of the tantalum based material. Fig. 2 represents the
Raman spectrum of the tantalum-based material. The strongest Raman signals are located in the CH stretching region (2800–
3000 cm 1), assigned to the CH stretching vibrations of the MAA
alkyl chain demonstrating the presence of organic moieties after
a heat treatment at 100 °C for one hour and consequently allowing
to consider these systems as hybrid materials. The band located at
1640 cm 1 corresponds to the deformation of the water molecule.
This proves that the materials still contain traces amount of water.
The m (CAO) band at 924, 858 and 976 cm 1 can be assigned to the
bending mode of a bridging acetate group in a bidentate conﬁguration of tantalum. In addition, the COO rocking and deformation
modes are apparent as a single band centred at 600 cm 1. In conjunction with the absence of any strong band around 1680 cm 1
related to carbonyl bonds (C@O), these observations conﬁrm that
the entire amount of MAA is utilised in the chelation of the tantalum by the acetate groups, as described previously [22]. The tantalate bonds (TaAOATa) resulting from the sol–gel hydrolysis and
condensation reactions can clearly be seen in the regions of 400–
950 cm 1 as well as the deformation of the CAC bands at
276 cm 1. All other Raman signals are summarised in Table 1.
The XRD and Raman characterisations demonstrated the formation of amorphous materials, which has been associated to the
low-temperature preparation process that allow the presence of
the organic ligand in the ﬁnal materials. However, it would be of
a great interest to investigate the morphology of the thin ﬁlm
materials and the effect of the heat treatment on the stability of
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Fig. 2. Raman spectrum of tantalum material.
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the materials. TEM images recorded on the prepared materials
are shown in Fig. 3. From these images, it seems difﬁcult to identify
any difference in the particle sizes. However, one can observe that
the tantalum-based material exhibit a much higher homogeneity
with no observation of any micro-cracks or porosity. The niobiumand vanadium-based materials seem to produce rough surfaces
with appearance of meso- and micro-pores, respectively. This
could be associated to different hydrolysis and condensation kinetics leading to the faster formation of the inorganic network, resulting in the appearance of porous structures. TGA curves of all
samples exhibited a similar tendency as represented in Fig. 4 by
the tantalum-based sample. Over the temperature range 25–
900 °C, the TGA curve exhibits a slow quasi-linear decrease up to
150 °C with a loss of 0.5% of its initial weight, then a strong decrease up to 250 °C with an additional loss of matter of 2%, followed by a quasi-stagnation (decrease <0.5%) of the weight up to
900 °C. This three-step behaviour typically symbolises the subsequent removal of the residual and adsorbed water, the decomposition of the organic acid (that generally occur above 150 °C) into
carbon dioxide and water, as well as the crystallisation of the
material (usually taking place at temperature over 500 °C, without
signiﬁcant loss of matter). These results converges in conﬁrming
the hybrid nature of our materials, due to the presence of organic
moieties at temperatures not greater than 100 °C, and a higher
homogeneity for the tantalum material in comparison with the
niobium- and vanadium-based materials.
Fig. 5 shows the variation of the refractive index as a function of
the wavelength for the three different metal oxide compositions
investigated here. Normal dispersion curves were obtained, with
higher refractive index values for lower wavelength. Refractive
indices of 1.870, 2.039 and 2.308 were measured at 635 nm for
tantalum, niobium and vanadium hybrid thin ﬁlms, respectively.
The samples were stored both under ambient atmosphere and in
humidity-free environment for a period of ten weeks and the
refractive index values were found to remain constant within the
error bar measurement (±0.005), demonstrating the good stability
of the materials.
The difference in the refractive index value of these materials
can be explained by the ability of the metal transition to condense
and form large clusters or possibly agglomerates during the sol–gel
synthesis, the deposition and the ﬁnal thermal stabilization, as previously conﬁrmed by the TEM images. As the three transition metals employed here exhibit similar physico-chemical properties
(electron conﬁguration, oxidation states, atomic radius, electronegativity), it is anticipated that the main parameter governing the
condensation process is the atomic size, which can be correlated
with the measured refractive indices. Indeed, the smaller the atomic size, the higher the refractive index suggesting that the condensation process of the oligomeric species into larger clusters is
facilitated by smaller molecules. This hypothesis is supported by
the fact that polycondensation reactions in sol–gel chemistry require accessibility to the active hydroxide sites. This access is
dependent on steric hindrance which can be caused by the presence of large atoms such as transition metals, thereby limiting
the polycondensation reaction propagation. To our knowledge, this
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Fig. 3. TEM images of tantalum (a), niobium (b) and vanadium (c) hybrid materials.
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Fig. 4. TGA analysis of tantalum material.
Fig. 6. Transmission spectra of niobium-, tantalum and vanadium hybrid materials.

Fig. 5. Refractive index of the niobium-, tantalum and vanadium hybrid materials
versus the wavelength in the visible range.

essential physico-chemical sol–gel phenomenon has not been
highlighted before and complementary investigations are ongoing
in our group to conﬁrm the fundamental chemistry of this
phenomenon.
The transmission spectra in the visible range of the developed
materials deposited on glass are plotted in Fig. 6. For comparison
purposes, the thickness of the three samples was adjusted to
100 nm. One can observe that the transmission spectra strongly
depend on the nature of metal oxide that has been incorporated
into the hybrid material. The highest transmission is obtained with
the tantalum based material, followed by niobium and vanadium,
with transmission values at 635 nm of around 90%, 85% and 75%,
respectively. It is important to note that after deposition and thermal stabilization of all ﬁlms, the vanadium-based hybrid thin ﬁlm
was yellowish in comparison with the two other samples which
were colourless. It is well known that colour changes of transition

Fig. 7. Results of top-side surface measurements of scattered light intensity along
propagation axis of the planar waveguides fabricated with hybrid materials based
on Ta2O5 and Nb2O5.

metal-based materials are due to a modiﬁcation of the number of
electrons in the d orbitals of the transition metal [23]. Here, the
most plausible explanation of yellowing is that the molecule of
water released during the sol–gel condensation reactions
(VAOH + VAOH ? VAOAV + H2O) is re-utilised in the hydrolysis
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of the vanadium precursor, leading to larger oligomers in which
the number of electrons in the d orbitals of the vanadium atom
is signiﬁcantly increased explaining both the colour change of
the vanadium based thin ﬁlm and reinforcing the hypothesis proposed earlier regarding the reactivity of the vanadium precursor.
Loss measurements based on measurement of the scattered
light proﬁle in planar waveguides (638 nm – TE polarised light)
containing tantalum and niobium are shown in Fig. 7. It was
impossible to measure the losses in the hybrid material containing
vanadium since no light could be propagated into the waveguide.
This is probably due to the strong visible absorption that has been
observed in the transmission measurement. The propagation losses
of niobium-based waveguides were measured to be 2.45 dB/cm,
while the tantalum-based waveguides exhibited slightly lower
losses of 1.98 dB/cm. Propagation losses are well-known to result
from the addition of the materials absorptions, inherent to the
molecular vibrations, and the light scattering, due to the morphology and particle size. From both the transmission results and TEM
images, the tantalum-based materials exhibit the most favourable
transparency and homogeneity, which can therefore explain the
higher propagation performances Therefore, these propagation
losses are comparable to those reported in the literature for hybrid
materials containing ZrO2 or TiO2 [14,15].
4. Conclusion
In summary, the optical properties of hybrid thin ﬁlms synthesised from three different transition metal alkoxides were compared. It was found that the hybrid material containing tantalum
had lower optical propagation losses than the one containing niobium. No light could be propagated into the waveguide containing
vanadium, probably due to the strong absorption of the vanadium
in the visible range. Niobium or tantalum hybrid-based materials
are promising solutions for the development of low cost and low
temperature processed photonic devices with high optical performance and high refractive index. Finally, this study has in particular highlighted a fundamental phenomenon regarding the
relationship between the material condensation and the nature

of the transition metal which we strongly believe this will open
the way to further key investigations in sol–gel science.
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